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Reviewer’s report:

1. AS regards the major compulsory revisions:
no major compulsory revisions

2. AS regards the minor essential revisions:
   a. In the introduction line 79 starts with studies?? where are the references of that studies????
   b. Also, in line 93 in introduction, there is only one reference, however, the paragraph starts with these studies so, many references should be written.
   c. There are no references in the last paragraph in the introduction(line 101-106)
   d. in discussion line(183) the paragraph ended with previous studies, however only one reference is written??
   e. i think that more new references should be listed in references

3. AS regards the Discretionary revisions:
some points need some clarifications as:
   A. there are no mean number of sessions of laser as we see that one patient had more than 10 lesions????how many sessions needed for that??
   B. it is mentioned that some lesions were in urethera and in anus??? how they are diagnosed??? if urethroscope was done??? and what about the complications of these genital lesions inside the urethra like stricture urethra???
   c. i think that discussion of that paper need more details and studies compared with your results.
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